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Being a low-cost but high-precision measurement instrument, the NanoVNA created a lot of
interest in the engineering and ham radio community. It has the potential to replace several,
bulky and expensive tools and to open the field of vector network analysis to many new users.
The NanoVNA is readily available for online ordering but ships with no manual. In five chapters
and with 50 figures, this book helps the potential buyer of a NanoVNA to decide and shows the
first time user how to handle it. Moreover, the book shows how to extend functionality by running
the NanoVNA on external software and communicate with the device. The chapter about some
real use cases might be of special interest to the practitioner.



A guide to the NanoVNAByChristoph Schwärzler, OE1CGSMaximilian Schwärzler, OE1SMLTo
Agnieszka,a patient wifeand a loving mother.First EditionCopyright 2020 © Christoph and
Maximilian Schwärzler10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1All rights reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced in any form or by any electronic or mechanical means, including information storage
and retrieval systems, without written permission from the authors, except in the case of a
reviewer, who may quote brief passages embodied in critical articles or in a review.Trademarked
names appear throughout this book. Rather than use a trademark symbol with every occurrence
of a trademarked name, names are used in an editorial fashion, with no intention of infringement
of the respective owner's trademark.The information in this book is distributed on an "as is"
basis, without warranty. Although every precaution has been taken in the preparation of this
work, neither the authors nor the publisher shall have any liability to any person or entity
concerning any loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by the
information contained in this book.ContentsWhy you should read this bookOne: HardwareTwo:
FirmwareThree: CalibrationFour: SoftwareFive: Use cases for the NanoVNAClosing remarksWhy
you should read this bookSo, you want to buy a NanoVNA. Maybe you just bought one and
realized that there is no manual in the box? Probably you are hearing rumours about this cheap
and tiny gadget and are wondering what you could do with it.In all these cases, this "how-to"
guide provides answers and assistance. It gives an overview of the currently available hard-,
firm- and software and it shows in a detailed and structured way, how to start using this
fascinating tool. There is also info about typical applications for the NanoVNA and how to tackle
them.In fact, the NanoVNA is a very capable, precision measurement device at a really low
price. It can replace the occasional use of up to three bulky instruments on your workbench and
fits in the palm of your hand. Use cases include measuring inductance, complex antenna
impedance, chokes, gain, and attenuation, align filters and find defects in coax cables, to name
just very few.This book is written for the practitioner and you will not find a lot of math inside. If
you read this book, you are most probably a ham radio hobbyist or even professionally enclined
with high-frequency electronics. Maybe studying EE or just best friend to a soldering iron. This
book is four you!Chapter One explains the concept of a vector network analyzer (VNA), gives
info about the evolution of the NanoVNA and about currently marketed hardware. For the
potential buyer, it will be interesting to read about differences in devices and how to buy.
Sometimes small modifications make sense and at the end of this chapter, these are discussed
in detail.After having read through chapter Two about the firmware you will know about the
various charts and how to read them and be able to control the NanoVNA as a standalone
device. You will also learn how you can upgrade the firmware.Before getting any reliable results,
the NanoVNA needs to be calibrated. Chapter Three shows why and how.Although the
NanoVNA can be used standalone, there are cases when it is useful to connect it to a computer,
tablet or smartphone. Chapter Four gives an overview of the available software and their
respective features.In the final chapter Five, we will show examples of common use cases for
the NanoVNA. This is hands-on and shall give the reader guidance for the first experiments and



food for thought for own work.Technology is evolving fast, and so is the NanoVNA. This book
was finished in December 2019. It reflects the status of available hard-, firm- and software at this
time.One: Hardware1. Vector Network AnalyzerThis section deals with the fundamentals of
vector network analyzers and can be skipped safely by anybody familiar with the concept.As the
name already implies, the NanoVNA is a vector network analyzer. Such a device must not be
confused with any type of computer network tool but is a sophisticated piece of hardware for
measuring high-frequency behavior of electronic systems, e.g. antennas, cables, inductors,
filters, and attenuators to name just a few. High frequency is a very general expression, too.
Concerning the NanoVNA, this starts somewhat short of one hundred thousand Hertz and goes
up to more than one Gigahertz. Some professional (and significantly more expensive) VNAs are
capable of measuring even higher frequencies. By behavior, we mean physical parameters
related to electronics like complex resistance and phase shifting.Two features distinguish a VNA
from many other tools you probably have used already. Number one, it measures amplitude and
phase thus providing complex numbers (hence the name vector) for most of the measured
parameters. Put differently: a VNA measures real as well as imaginary parts of electrical
features. Some readers will be familiar with this concept because they already use vector
antenna analyzers to optimize their antennas. These give the antenna impedance as Z = R+jX
instead of |Z| only, like scalar antenna analyzers do. Feature number two is the fact, that VNAs
have (at least) two high-frequency connectors or ports, in tech lingo. Now, this is different from
an antenna analyzer, so let us have a closer look.Radio waves are electromagnetic waves, just
like visible light. Accordingly and just for a moment, we will use optics to investigate the
measurement principle. The following figure shows an experimental setup to measure an optical
device such as a lens or a plain piece of glass. This piece is generally called the device under
test or DUT. We will frequently use this abbreviation later on.Fig. 1: Optical measurementFrom
the left side, light is shed upon the DUT. When this incident light hits the DUT, part of it is
reflected and part is transmitted through. If the intensity of the incident light is known, and the
reflected as well as the transmitted intensity is measured, the DUT is well characterized with
regards to its optical features. The reflected light tells a lot about the air/DUT interface and the
transmitted light about the translucence of the DUT.The same holds true for radio frequencies.
The following figure shows a typical VNA setup.Fig. 2: RF measurementNow it gets clear, why a
VNA needs two ports. Through one (the left one in figure 2) the incident HF-signal is emitted
towards the DUT and at the same time, the reflected signal is measured. Through the other port,
the transmitted signal is measured. Both ports measure amplitude as well as phase, see
above.This is exactly how the NanoVNA works. Port 1, marked “CH0” on the NanoVNA acts as
the output of the incident signal (hence it is also marked “TX”) as well as measurement port for
the reflected signal and port 2, marked “CH1” (and “RX”) receives the portion of the signal
which went “through” the DUT.To be precise, this is only half of the story. Looking at figures 1 and
2 it is clear, that the incident signal can also emit from the right side instead from the left side.
Now reflected would be on the right side, too and transmitted on the left. The DUT would be



inspected from the other side. Only now, a complete characterization of the DUT would be
achievable. Many professional VNAs do perform this two-way characterization. Still, it is possible
to measure two-way with the NanoVNA. Just measure twice, turning the DUT manually around
between. This is not 100% the same as a real two-way process but gets very close. However, in
most cases, a one-way measurement is all you will need.Finally, let's briefly talk about S-
parameters (scatter parameters). These are the mathematical representation of the reflection
and transmission characteristics of a DUT. S-parameters typically bear two indices, and the
convention is that the first index is the measurement port and the second index the port where
the incident signal is provided.S11 = Measured at port 1, incident from port 1 (i.e. Reflection)S21
= Measured at port 2, incident from port 1 (i.e. Transmission)Given that the NanoVNA only
provides a signal at port 1 (CH0), the two above are the only ones that you will encounter on this
device.Professional VNAs often will also measure S22 (Reflection from port 2 backward) and
S12 (Transmission from port 2 back to port 1).A complete set of S-parameters will bear all
relevant information about the DUT in a mathematical form and can be processed by specialized
simulation software like SPICE or RF-Sim. Files containing this information are created by the
NanoVNA in connection with software like NanoVNA Saver as we will see in chapter Four.If you
want to dig deeper into S-parameters we recommend Application Note 95-1 “S-Parameter
Techniques” by Hewlett-Packard.2. History of the NanoVNAThe current design of the NanoVNA
and the name was created several years ago by a Japanese ham under the pseudonym
“edy555”. His first design ideas with a different DDS (frequency generator) seem to date back to
2013, but the current design with a significantly reduced parts count and based on the Si5351A
was published by him in 2016.Edy555 himself references a German kit, the VNWA3 which was
based on the concept of using a cheap computer soundcard, published by Tom Baier, DG8SAQ
in the Mar/Apr 2007 issue of QEX ("A Low Budget Vector Network Analyzer for AF to UHF").In
the summer of 2016, edy555 announced to produce the NanoVNA, which was apparently done
afterwards, but the kits were predominantly sold in Japan. Edy555 was also involved in the
original firmware and continues to support the firmware (see chapter Two). He decided to open-
source hardware and firmware to avoid bad clones, which undoubtedly was key to future
development and the current popularity of the NanoVNA.It was not until a Chinese ham, Gen Hu
(pseudonym ''hugen'') adapted the design slightly by changing the power supply and started to
mass market the NanoVNA, that the device created international interest. In agreement with
Edy555, hugen sells his product under the name NanoVNA-H. Hugen also runs his version of
the firmware.As of today, several companies started to sell the NanoVNA with only minor design
differences. We will talk about those in the next section.There is also a spin-off design with a
larger 4'' screen, called the NanoVNA-F. Running on a different microprocessor, the NanoVNA-F
also needs different firmware. This device is marketed and readily available too, but comes with
a significantly higher price tag of about 130 € (150 US$).3. Hardware versionsAll currently sold
versions of the NanoVNA are based on edy555s design concept with hugens modification. The
following block diagram shows the operating principle.
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Randy, “Excellent Resource. This is a great book and highly recommended. It explains the
theory nicely and has practical step by step illustrations on how to use the nanoVNA in various
projects. Only disappointment was that using the Smith Chart was not covered. I would update
my rating to 5 stars if the authors add a chapter about the Smith Chart and how to use it.
Overall, a great book!”

Mister E2, “It's the missing manual. You could argue this info should be on a website for free,
because a lot is about basic usage. But its not and therefore this provides a nice history. Being a
Ham Radio operator who seen a few Big expensive VNA's, this is a dream come true. In the
1970's voltmeters were $100 too, and now we have the $5 DVM. This is the sub $100 VNA. I
think this is a must have for anyone who is into electronics, and wants to experiment with LC
circuits, and or Antennas, It's not high grade test equipment but it will show you things you can
see with an oscilloscope. For $3 the eBook is well worth it. Thanks to the Father and Son writers,
who help us understand more of the NanoVNA's operation.”

P. Porter, “GREAT REFERENCE. This eBook provides an excellent foundation for using the
NanoVNA device. I was using most of its capabilities within a couple hours and was able to
determine antenna tuner settings to operate on 160M using my 43' vertical antenna. These
things are a breath of fresh air by providing a continuous picture or graph of what the VSWR and
other properties are doing over the frequency range of interest.”

JPG, “A very good introduction to the NanoVNA!. For anyone looking for a VNA (Vector Network
Analyzer) for use in the hamshack or as an educational instrument for many engineering
diciplines, you can’t go wrong with this for bang for the buck. Although the NanoVNA ships
without a manual in the box, I found this document to be an informative start in using this
device.That being said, this will not cover every use case. But, with this short manual and the
recommendations by the author on PC-based applications to make various measurements
easier and the test results simpler to access, you will be off to a good start!Highly recommended
to the novice user or engineering student. If you are already versed in the application of VNAs,
you should find this informative on how the NanoVNA can be configured for measurements.”

rsumass84, “Very informative and explained very well!. Very grateful to the authors for their step
by step instructions on how to unlock the capabilities of this awesome device. I would be lost
totally without their explanations diagrams and instructions. IAgain, my Thanks to the Father and
Son authors. Greetings from America!”

P. P. Roche, “A MUST. For the hobbyist and Ham Radio operator this book is a must on starting
out with the NanoVNA. Chock full of advice and skills to enable you to get more from the



NanoVNA than you thought possible. Not only that but details on Software available for all
platforms and details on how, when and why to upgrade your firmware. A Must indeed 2E0TWD”

Mike Tooley, “A great introduction to the NanoVNA. This is an excellent book which can be highly
recommended to anyone needing a comprehensive guide to the NanoVNA. The book assumes
little previous knowledge and provides essential adjustment and calibration information sufficient
for users to be able to carry out reliable and meaningful measurements.”

Tony Fishpool, “Good value for money. Handy reference to have on my Kindle. For the price this
is good value and well written. Thank you indeed.”

Steliosp, “Super Item. A wonderful piece of test equipment for radio frequency use. It has all the
features I will ever need for my Ham Radio hobby.”

Anthony Enright, “Essential guide.. Very handy reference for this great little piece of test
equipment. Invaluable A++++”

The book by Christoph Schwärzler has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 424 people have provided
feedback.
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